RESULT OF **Extempore** CONTEST 2023-24

~~~Congratulations~~~

**CLASS – 9**

1\(^{st}\) POSITION – BALARK Das – 9D (GREEN HOUSE)
2\(^{nd}\) POSITION – PRIYAM BANERJEE – 9B (GREEN HOUSE)
2\(^{nd}\) POSITION – ARKAJYOTI SAMADDER – 9B (YELLOW HOUSE)
3\(^{rd}\) POSITION – BISHAKH DATTA – 9D (YELLOW HOUSE)

**CLASS – 10**

1\(^{st}\) POSITION – AYUSH ROY – 10B (RED HOUSE)
2\(^{nd}\) POSITION – ABHINANDAN MUKHERJEE – 10D (RED HOUSE)
2\(^{nd}\) POSITION – AARAV TIWARI – 10B (YELLOW HOUSE)
2\(^{nd}\) POSITION – SHABDIK CHAKRABORTY – 10C (YELLOW HOUSE)
3\(^{rd}\) POSITION – SHREYAJ HALDER – 10C (GREEN HOUSE)

**CLASS – 11**

1\(^{st}\) POSITION – DIPTANGSHU KUNDU – 11D (YELLOW HOUSE)
2\(^{nd}\) POSITION – SWARNENDU BASU – 11C (YELLOW HOUSE)
3\(^{rd}\) POSITION – SHITHAN ROY – 11D (RED HOUSE)

**CLASS – 12**

1\(^{st}\) POSITION – SOUMYA DEY – 12A (YELLOW HOUSE)
2\(^{nd}\) POSITION – AYUSH MAJUMDAR – 12A (RED HOUSE)
3\(^{rd}\) POSITION – MANIT SINGH – 12C (RED HOUSE)

7\(^{th}\) August 2023
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